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Adaptive logic trees based on Armstrong's monotonic non-decreasing gates are useful for classifying noisy 
data. A single drawback limits their ability to build on existing knowledge: lack of information sharing obliges 
each tree to develop its entire behaviour on its own. The replicated signal pathways of wide-connected 
mesh works provide a remedy. An unexpected absence of identifiable gated pathways for compound signals 
suggests that these hardly ever occur when diffuse gating is possible. 

1. Background 
My project on pattern-based machine chess needed 
an induction engine that would, after training on 
examples of moves played. by chess-masters, 
conjecture a likely move when shown a new 
position. Like an experienced chess-player, 'Who 
recognises familiar constellations of pieces and 
notices their combined effects in various regions 
of the board, the device should recognise "hot-
spots" where events are taking place or pressures 
are building. Knowing the hot-spots helps one's 
game, because it's hard to avoid looking closely at 
those regions of the board. 
Quality guesswork requires thorough knowledge 
of the · chess-board universe. Any mechanism 
expected to acquire a sense of position needs lots 
of built-in knowledge about the space of reachable 
chess positions. Moreover, its guessing should 
hnprove as new examples turn up ever fmer 
distinctions. The quest for a suitable classifier 
mechanism was driven by ·the need to incorporate 
prior knowledge, for example the geometry of the 
chess-board. The adaptive logic tree1 developed by 
Prof. Armstrong of the University of Alberta 
seemed to offer a superior mechanism, if only the 
tree structure could be extended to a network. 

1URL ftp://ftp.cs.ualberta.ca/pub/atree/ 
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2. Adaptive Logic Trees 
Armstrong noticed that Boolean functions' with 
certain tree decompositions tend to be insensitive 
to changes of individual inputS. Functions with 
this property are particularly useful for classifying 
noisy data, such as recognisin:g a distorted 
character in a grid of pixels. He devised a two-
input adaptive gate with a pair of bounded 
counters to decide node function: when both are 
above their mid-value, the function is or; when 
both are below, and; otherwise the input 
associated with the greater count is selected. 
These gates encompass the monotonic non-
decreasing Boolean functions; I call them 
mono gates. 

Armstrong's monogate classifiers adapt by logical 
back-propagation: Starting at the root, the 
responsible inputs are followed towards the leaves. 
Whenever the inputs to a gate differ, the counter 
associated with the "incorrect" input steps up or 
down depending on the desired system output. 
This curious use of local adjustment to satisfy a .. 
global target works, Armstrong argues, because 
monogate functions are non-decreasing (that is, 
the output never changes from one to zero when a 
zero at an input changes to one) and therefore 
node output correlates with net output. 

He initially considered a node responsible if a 
change in its output would change the network 
output. This strategy invited erratic shifts of node 
function because a node's proper function can be 
established only after the functions of both its 
subtrees have settled. Armstrong extended his 
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criterion to include heuristic responsibility, and 
produced a good learner. Trees, however, have a 
serious limitation: each position-classifying tree 
must develop its entire repertoire alone, unaided 
by shared commonalties that correspond to hidden 
units of an artificial neural network. 

3. The Intuitive Classifier 
A chess-position classifier able to intuit what will 
happen next bases its decision on thousands of 
Boolean inputs that signal the presence or absence 
of relevant board features. Each board position is 
encoded as a bit vector associated with the 
destination square of the next move. Because no 
logical inversion can take place within a monogate 
tree, inverses of inputs are supplied as separate 
leaves, which doubles the number of input bits. 
The classifier would be expected to identify a 
single hot spot, and occasionally two or three. 

A classifier discovers regularities as it trains. One 
might expect composite signals corresponding to 
presence or absence of significant combinations of 
features to emerge quite naturally. A compound 
feature, e.g., "White pawn on e4" and "Black 
pawn on e5", is significant for a particular set of 
training examples in which the centre is blocked 
by this formation. Once established, such a 
Centre-blocked-type-! signal would then be 
available to participate in other decisions. The 
classifier thus builds on previous ability. 

A database of chess positions paired with 
preferred moves provided training and test set 
examples. The positions are not random, but are 
typical of positions reached in well-played games. 
They were excerpted from collections of problem 
positions or extracted by specialised software from 
compendia of grandmaster games. Positions and 
their associated destination squares were drawn by 
lot from the database and grouped into test sets. 
The data representation chosen for these 
experiments assigns sixteen Boolean channels to 
each square of the chess-board: one channel each 
for occupation by pawn through king for both 
black and white, one each for "occupied" and 
"unoccupied", and one each for "square-is-light" 
and "square-is-dark". Each training instance in the 
database is thus encoded as a 1024-bit vector, 
which is associated with the destination square of 
the next move. 
Supervised learning in monogate networks 
resembles other backprop implementations: Initial 
connections are at random (the internal monogate 
counters are selected from a Gaussian distribution 
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centred on the mid-value). During each training 
epoch, every element of the training set is 
presented, the response compared with the 
expected, and corrections are applied that depend 
on the degree of mismatch. The logical backprop 
of a monogate tree follows pathways of 
responsibility, adjusting counters as required. It is 
useful to repeat adaptation for each training 
sample (the backprop acceleration factor provides 
the same result more easily). After the first 
correct response, an over-training scheme adjusts 
counts to ensure that node function does not 
change again soon. 

4. Calibration 
There is no standard model of learning, and no 
general agreement on measuring and reporting 
learning rate. Fahlman [1988] defmed learning 
success by correct outputs over an entire epoch, 
that is, a presentation of every element of the 
training set. He noted that if inputs are noisy, 
perfect classification may be impossible, and that 
in some problems the network may loiter at a local 
minimum, converging slowly or not at all. Some 
researchers include a separate category for cases 
that stubbornly fail to provide the right response. 
Presentation counts depend on particular 
experimental constraints, and provide only a rough 
measure of performance. 

A plot of the distribution of presentation counts 
provides a clearer picture of learning success, and 
allows easy contrast of first-time learning, 
unlearning, and re-learning. Figures 1 through 4 
are plotted to the same scale. Figure 1 shows the 
number of presentations required for first-time 
learning, i.e., until the first correct response for 
randomised initial values. This number is marked 
off vertically for each example in the training set; 
for display, the entire set is arranged in ascending 
order. 

The population curve of figure 1 shows that the 
median number of presentations was two or three, 
and that every example in the training set was 
eventually learned. This curve must be interpreted 
in the context of sample size (here, 200) and of 
network capacity. Learning was so complete that 
plots of further epochs show only the flat, boring 
line of correct responses. 
The less well-behaved population in figure 2 
illustrates the effects of a "hyper-training" strategy 
that modifies all nodes, even when correct. Easy-
to-learn and hard-to-learn examples appear in 
similar proportion to their fellows in figure 1. A 
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small hump atop the centre of the distribution tells 
of longer learning. The difference is amplified 
over the next epochs as easy-to-learn cases 
become yet easier and hard-to-learn ever harder. 
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the number of 
presentations until correct response for the same 
training set three epochs later. By now, the 
adaptive tree only responds to a third of the 
training set. Fully a fifth of the training patterns 
lie on the plateau marked by the cutoff threshold: 
these input combinations, once easily learned, 
have become unlearnable. 

5. From Tree to Meshwork 
To remedy the lack of shared signals in a 
monogate tree, one need only duplicate gate 
outputs. The experiments reported here used gates 
with two inputs and two outputs, layered into 
wide-connected networks. In a wide-connected net 
with n inputs per layer and log n layers, every 
input ha~ the potential to influence every output. 
The data flow diagram of a Fast Fourier 
Transform provides an example of wide-
connectivity. 

<insert illustration here: Wide-Connection of 

Eight Channels> 

A wide-connected net with 2048 inputs requires 11 
layers of binary nodes; because the hot spot 
guesser needs only sixty-four outputs, the 
structure reduces to llK nodes, a small enough 
problem to fit comfortably on a personal 
computer. Variants of this structure with as many 
as 28 layers were tested. All behaved similarly: 
the population graphs show that the wide-
connected net needs even fewer presentations than 
the adaptive tree. 

During testing, another possibility for information-
sharing suggested itself: Based on a vague notion 
of avoiding loss of information when a select 
operation discards an unselected branch, the select 
operations were replaced with pass and swap path 
definitions. This alternative was a failure: the 
pass-swap version showed the same saturation as 
that seen in the hyper-trained tree of figure 3. 

Diligent examination of the gate configurations of 
trained networks revealed no signal pathways . that 
might correspond to conjoined signals. Instead, 
separate conjunctions of the same (or logically 
near-equivalent) signals appeared. There was no 
single Centre-Blocked-Type-1 signal. The reason 
soon became apparent: For each training example, 
tentacles of responsibility grope their way from 
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the hot -spot square in quest of ones. They are not 
particular; any one will do, no matter how 
irrelevant-seeming. Pathway formation is 
necessarily sensitive to initial conditions. Wide-
connected networks suffer from the same problem 
as artificial neural networks with multiple hidden 
layers: chaotic adjustments in the middle [Fahlman 
and Lebiere, 1990]. 

Because of the. variety among individually-trained 
classifiers, it is worthwhile to pool the abilities of 
a battery of classifiers. Indeed, Armstrong 
suggested combining the outputs of several trees 
according to voting logic to sharpen response. 
Consensus logic combines signals of similar 
meaning by tallying votes. It is a natural choice 
for combining the results of less-than-perfect 
classifiers when signals such as Centre-Blocked-
Type-! are needed. Recognisers of specific 
compound features perform a stabilising function 
similar to that of the hidden units in an artificial 
neural network. Indeed, the outputs of consensus 
units play the same role as the context units in 
Elman's recurrent network architecture [Elman, 
1990] . The output of a consensus gate is a source 
of stable expertise, and is resistant to frivolous 
change. 

6. Conclusions 
Armstrong's monogates, which function so well in 
adaptive logic trees, learn even faster when linked 
in a wide-connected meshwork. In this 
configuration, they satisfy both theoretical and 
practical requirements of an induction engine for 
classifying chess-board "hot spots". Sharable 
predicates, however, did not emerge, which raises 
the conjecture that the commonalties among 
similar training examples generally fmd 
expression, not as discrete signals, but rather as 
activity over a set of signal pathways. This kind of 
signal, it is surmised, can be generated if needed 
with the help of consensus logic. 
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